Introducing the Connected Workspace from Interactive Education Solutions.

The simple way to... share, collaborate, connect.

Did you know the facts?

- 595,927 devices are safely stored across the world using Lapcabby charging solutions.
- 70% of UK schools use tablets.

Our visualisers use 25% less power than projectors and cut paper waste by 50%.

Find out more.
ABOUT US

Interactive Education was established in 2000 by teachers with a grounded understanding of how technology can be used practically in the classroom.

Since then we have grown to become a UK market leader in education technology, and our ‘real world’ teacher ready solutions are inspiring and realising student potential in classrooms across the world.

We believe that working relationships are built through trust, and our range of before-and-aftercare services ensure your technology is ready to go when you are.

As new technology develops so will we, and we will always ensure your classroom is future proof and ready to meet the needs of tomorrows students.
THE NUTS AND BOLTS

BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE

1. WARRANTY
   all our products come with warranty and register on our website within 28 days from delivery to extend your warranty. see our website for full terms and conditions

2. HEALTH CHECK
   we provide annual health checks on your technology with one of Interactive Education's technical team (ambassador scheme only)

3. LIFETIME TECHNICAL SUPPORT
   Our dedicated support team provide lifetime technical support and ensure your classroom is always connected

YOUR CUSTOMER CARE KEY

YOUR CUSTOMER CARE KEY WILL CONTAIN A HELPFUL GUIDE TO AFTER—CARE AT INTERACTIVE EDUCATION...
• As part of our customer care plan we offer all of our customers a six week nurture programme to ensure your satisfaction is guaranteed

• You will have a dedicated Customer Service Manager to over-see your before-and-aftercare needs

• We guarantee a quick response if you need to report a fault via our ticketing system

• We offer on-site repairs and ensure minimum disruption to your classroom. If an on-site solution can not be found a temporary replacement will be provided.

• We offer on-site training, online seminars, or you can attend workshops at your nearest IE Innovation centre

• We promise to ensure you are always up to date with the latest software upgrades

• Dedicated Ambassador Schools website page with links back to school site

• Use of the Interactive Education Ambassador logo for use on letter heads, websites and e-mails

• An Interactive Education Ambassador Certificate To showcase in your reception to show your commitment to increased student engagement

• Preferential prices will be given on future hardware purchases - based upon quantities ordered

• Be the first to be offered new software trials and training and details upon new products

• Schools in and around the area will be welcomed to visit to view and experience the technology supplied by I.E allowing them to view the impact of new technologies on learning outcomes.

• I.E will sponsor certain initiatives, eg Alumni magazine, Newsletter Sponsorship

• A commitment by I.E to provide you with support
Testimonials

Janeid Tariq
Lyng Primary School

“I would highly recommend Interactive Education to any other school or business, looking for top quality products. Staff are always helpful and are willing to go the extra mile”.

Lauren Weatherill
Coventry University College

“Responses have always been extremely efficient. The detail included in each response pre-emptively answers all questions which we may have. Interactive Education provide the highest level of customer service. With their friendly yet professional approach, it is always a pleasure speaking with their representatives. We are always kept up to date with our orders. I would, without a doubt, recommend Interactive Education to anyone. They provide the highest level of service in all respects. Of all the suppliers I deal with on a daily basis, Interactive Education are definitely the best.”

Connor Byrne
Hillary Primary School

“The service from interactive education and its employees are more than outstanding, I have contacted them on numerous occasion and without fail have been able to assist me whether it be hardware or just a service that I require. We have purchased a Genee touch board earlier in the year and the staff have been more than impressed with this, which is why we are buying more for the rest of our new classrooms, everyone here at Hillary Primary is happy with the quality of the board and they also offered us free pre install training prior to having the board installed, I would definitely recommend interactive education to you for your school needs as they are extremely helpful and have always been able and willing to help.”
Testimonials

Darren Forth
St John’s CE Primary School

“St John’s CE Primary School have been customers of Interactive Education for a number of years, the school has always been treated with respect by all individuals throughout the organisation. The levels of product knowledge the staff have is very impressive, and queries are always responded to straight away to the satisfaction of the school. Interactive Education have always provided excellent levels of service and are always happy to come onsite to train staff on any products purchased from them. St John’s would have no hesitation in recommending Interactive Education to other education Establishments.”

Paul Clabon
Kings Heath Primary School

“We had a number of quotes and presentations from different companies when we were considering replacing projectors with touch screens and we found Interactive Education to be the most well informed and convincing about the specifications and quality of their products (both hardware and software) and service. We have not been disappointed since selecting them, and have had 2 waves of installations and intend a third. [...] Installations have been completed smoothly and to a high standard, product quality has been good and when there has been a problem it has been resolved quickly and with no quibbling. The face-to-face training we originally received was thorough and since then there have been opportunities for online training sessions should we want them.

We would (and have!) recommend Interactive Education.”

Dave Rollason
St Georges Academy

“I have found Interactive education to be first class in answering any concerns or queries the school had and would also state the installation service to be excellent in all aspects. Training given was found to be a good starting platform for teachers and very useful, overall I would recommend to other schools from our current experiences.”
Testimonials

Raj Lakhani
Sparkenhoe Community Primary School
And Medway School

“With reference to our dealings with Interactive Education and our purchase of a number of Genee Touch Screens for our two schools and various sites. The level of service has been excellent. With the level of response to any queries handled quickly and efficiently and a solution to any problems immediately resolved. The free and optional additional training has been very helpful to all members of staff and informative. Installation has also been quick, efficient and smooth with the install guys being friendly and very helpful. We would not hesitate to recommend Interactive and will absolutely continue to use them in the future (with more orders being placed over the next few weeks).”

Phyllis Evans
Alumwell Junior School

“Having used Interactive Education for a number of years, I would have no hesitation in recommending them to other organizations. The level of service in all departments is excellent, from Sales through to Installation. Staff were impressed with the level of training offered and the way in which it was delivered to suit their needs.”

Andy Roddis
The C E Academy

“Our Academy has used Interactive for our AV equipment since 2005 and has always been completely satisfied. They do an excellent job, are always helpful and willing to go the extra mile to make sure the products they supply live up to expectations. Their products are competitively priced but above all it is the knowledge that we can always go back to them in the event of any problems that makes them stand out when a lot of their competitors do not feel this as an obligation on their part. [...] the on-site demonstrations and technical support have been invaluable in helping our staff become acquainted with the new technology. I’m happy to recommend the services of Interactive Education and will certainly carry on using them for the foreseeable future.”
THE CONNECTED CLASSROOM

G-Touchscreen with interactive software

Visualiser

Teachers laptop

G-Sync connects to your classroom cloud

CLASSROOM CLOUD

Student tablets

Laptops

Response systems
Inspire your classroom with our range of touchscreens. With immersive graphics and clever software, our touchscreen range is designed to inspire.

Our G-Sync range connects all your devices in a manageable classroom cloud and surrounds students in an immersive digital learning environment.

**G Touch Ultra Touchscreen**
- Immersive 4K graphics
- Multitouch technology
- Annotation toolbox software
- Perfect for peer-led learning
- Auto-record lessons and upload to your own Virtual Learning Environment (VLE)

**Connect Easier Using the G-Sync**

**Classroom Cloud**

Connect seamlessly to other student devices and teacher laptops.
Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Classic Touchscreen, the perfect essential for presenting, demonstrating and collaborating in front of the whole class. With up to 6 touch points and an annotation toolbox the G-Touch Classic is engineered to engage...

**ANNO自有**
images, text and video using our clever software. Perfect for peer-led learning

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive full HD graphics

**DEMONSTRATE**
computer software, web pages, documents, science experiments, books and much more*

*Pair a G-Touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and g-sync for truly immersive learning

---

**G-Touch Classic**

**Dimensions:**
- Height: 55" - 65" - 70" - 80" - 84"
- Resolution: Full HD (1920 x 1080)
- Display Ratio: 16:9
- Display Area: 120.9 x 68.4mm - 142.8 x 80.3mm - 153.9 x 86.6mm - 177.1 x 99.6mm
- Panel: TFT LCD with LED (Edge Lighting)
- Brightness: 350cd/m²
- Contrast: 1400:1 - 5000:1
- Response Time: 8ms - 4ms
- Touch Technology: Infrared Touch Sensor
- Points: 6 point writing, 10 points touch
- Touch Tools: Pen or finger
- Touch Resolution: 32767 x 32767
- Scan Speed: 10ms - 8ms
- Cursor Speed: 125 points/s
- Positioning Accuracy: 1mm
- Anti-glare: Yes

**Inputs / Outputs:**
- Inputs: MIC*1, USB Media Play Port*5 for Android, Touch Frame USB Port*2, HDMI*2, S-Video*1, YPbPr*1, VGA*2, PC Audio*2, AV*2, Lan*1, SD*1, RS232*1, USB OTG for PC*1
- Outputs: AV*1, Speaker*1, VGA*1, SPDIF*1

**Communication Interface:**
- USB

**Speaker(s):**
- 10W x 2 (front facing)
- 15W x 2 (front facing)
- Android: Yes
- OPS Slot: Yes
- Intelligent Light Detector: Yes
- Intelligent Thermo Protector: Yes
- Compatibility:
  - Windows XP/7/8
  - Mac: 10.7/10.8/10.9
- Frame / Bezel: Aluminium Alloy Frame - Black
- Detachable IR Frame: Yes
- Net Weight: 50KG - 72KG - 75KG - 95KG
- Gross Weight: 60KG - 92KG - 95KG - 120KG

---

**YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE**

**HD Full Screen (4K available on #4)**

Uses 75% less power than a standard projector

---

**01902 422 300**

**www.interactive-education.co.uk**

---

---
Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Deluxe Touchscreen, the perfect essential for presenting, demonstrating and collaborating in front of the whole class. With up to 10 touch points and an annotation toolbox the G-Touch Deluxe is engineered to engage...

**G-Touch Deluxe Touchscreen**

- **Resolution**: Full HD (1920 x 1080)
- **Display Ratio**: 16:9
- **Display Area**: 1209.6 x 680.4mm, 1428.5 x 803.5mm, 1538.88 x 865.62mm, 1771.2 x 996.3mm
- **Panel**: TFT LCD with LED (Edge Lighting)
- **Brightness**: 350cd/m²
- **Contrast**: 1400:1, 4000:1, 4000:1, 5000:1
- **Response Time**: 8ms, 6.5ms, 6ms, 4ms
- **Touch Technology**: Infrared Touch Sensor
- **Points**: 6 point writing, 10 points touch
- **Touch Tools**: Pen or finger
- **Cursor Speed**: 125 points/s
- **Positioning Accuracy**: 1mm
- **Anti-glare**: Yes
- **Inputs / Outputs**: Inputs: MIC*1, USB Media Play Port *5 for Android, Touch Frame USB Media Play Port*2, HDMI*2, S-Video*1, YPbPr*1, VGA*2, PC Audio*2, AV*2, Lan*1, SD*1, RS323*1, USB OTG for PC*1
  Outputs: AV*1, Speaker*1, VGA*1, SPDIF *1
- **Communication Interface**: USB
- **Transmission Range**: 5m
- **Front side I/O port**: Yes
- **Front side keys**: Home, Return, Menu, Eco, Source, Volume +, Volume -, OPS power
- **Speakers**: 10W x 2 (front facing), 15W x 2 (front facing)
- **Android**: Yes
- **OPS Slot**: Yes
- **Intelligent Light Detector**: Yes
- **Intelligent Thermo Protector**: Yes
- **Compatibility**: Windows XP/7/8, Mac 10.7/10.8/10.9
- **Frame / Bezel**: Aluminium Alloy Frame – Black
- **Detachable IR Frame**: Yes
- **Net Weight**: 50KG, 72KG, 79KG, 95KG
- **Gross Weight**: 60KG, 82KG, 99KG, 120KG

**ANNOTATE**
images, text and video using our clever software.
Perfect for peer-led learning

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive full HD graphics

**DEMONSTRATE**
computer software, web pages, documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more*

*PAIR A G-TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

**HD Full HD Screen (4K available on 84")**
Uses 75% less power than a standard projector
Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Standard Touchscreen, the perfect essential for presenting, demonstrating and collaborating in front of the whole class. With up to 6 touch points and an annotation toolbox the G-Touch Standard is engineered to engage...

**Demonstrate**

computer software, web pages, documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more*

**Share**

pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**Connect**

the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**Annotate**

images, text and video using our clever software.
Perfect for peer-led learning

**Inspire**

with immersive full HD graphics

---

G-Touch Standard Touchscreen

Resolution: Full HD (1920 x 1080)
Display Ratio: 16:9
Display Area: 120.9 x 86.5 x 22.2cm
1538 x 865.6 x 177.1 x 22.2mm
Panel: 75.95" LCD with LED (Edge Lighting)
Brightness: 350 cd/m²
Contrast: 1400:1
Response Time: 8ms
Touch Technology: Infrared Touch Sensor
Point: 6 point writing, 10 points touch
Touch Tools: Pen or finger
Touch Resolution: 32767 x 32767
Scan Speed: 10ms
Cursor Speed: 125 points/s
Positioning Accuracy: 1mm
Anti-glare: Yes

Inputs / Outputs:
- Inputs: MIC*1, USB Media Play Port*5 for Android, Touch Frame, USB Port*2, HDMI*2, S-Video*1, YPbPr*1, VGA*2, PC Audio*2, AV*2, Lan*1, SD*1, RS232*1, USB OTG for PC*1
- Outputs: AV*1, Speaker*1, VGA*1, SPDIF*1

Communication Interface: USB
Transmission Range: 3m
Front side I/O port: Yes
Front side keys: Home, Return, Menu, Eco, Source, Volume +, Volume -, OPS power

Speakers: 15W x 2 (front facing)
Android: Yes
OPS Slot: Yes
Intelligent Light Detector: Yes
Intelligent Thermo Protector: Yes
Compatibility: Windows XP/7/8, Mac 10.7/10.8/10.9
Frame / Bezel: Aluminium Alloy Frame – Black
Detachable IR Frame: Yes
Net Weight: 50KG, 72KG, 75KG, 95KG
Gross Weight: 60KG, 92KG, 95KG, 120KG

---

*Pair a G-Touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G-Sync for truly immersive learning

---

You're connected with our before-and-aftercare

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

---

HD Full HD Screen (4K available on #4)
Uses 75% less power than a standard projector
Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Ultra Touchscreen, the perfect essential for presenting, demonstrating and collaborating in front of the whole class. With up to 10 touch points and an annotation toolbox the G-Touch Ultra is engineered to engage...
Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Pro monitor. With touchscreen functionality and a crisp 19” screen the G-Touch Pro is an effective and stylish learning tool...

**G—TOUCH PRO 19” MONITOR**

**Annotate**
images, text and video using our clever software.
Perfect for peer-led learning

**Share**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**Connect**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of all-in-one PCs, tablets and software

**Inspire**
with immersive full HD graphics

**Demonstrate**
computer software, web pages, documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more*

*Pair a G—touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G—Sync for truly immersive learning

---

**G-Touch Pro 19” Monitor**

**Model:** 18.5GTP
**Display Size:** 18.5”
**Panel:** M185XTN01
**Colours:** 16.7M
**Input Power:** ON Mode <14W, OFF Mode <2W, Standby <2W
**Active Display Area:** 409.8 (W) x 230.4 (H) mm
**Input Interface:** VGA, DVI
**Resolution Supported:** 800 x 600, 1024 x 768, 1366 x 768
**Accessories:** Signal Cable, Power Cord, Adapter
**Input Method:** Finger or touch pen
**Touch Resolution:** 4096(H) x 4096(D)

---

Refer to the image of the QR code for contact information.
Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Pro all-in-one PC. With a powerful processor and HD screen the G-Touch Pro is an effective and stylish learning tool...

**G–TOUCH PRO ALL-IN-ONE PC**

Connect your classroom with the G-Touch Pro all-in-one PC. With a powerful processor and HD screen the G-Touch Pro is an effective and stylish learning tool...

**ANNOTATE**
images, text and video using our clever software.
Perfect for peer-led learning

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive full HD graphics

**DEMONSTRATE**
computer software, web pages, documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more*

*PAIR A G–TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G–SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

### Technical Specifications

**Model:** AIO215
**Display Size:** 21.5" washable touch screen
**Panel:** M215HTN01.1
**Contrast Ratio:** 1000:1
**Backlighting:** LCD(LED backlight)
**Technology Type:** FHD
**Aspect Ratio:** 16:9
**Native Resolution:** 1920×1080 @60Hz
**Input Method:** Finger or touch pen
**Expected Life Performance:** More than 50 million touches
**Touch Resolution:** 4096(H) x 4096(D)

---

**01902 422 300**
WWW.INTERACTIVE-EDUCATION.CO.UK
connect your classroom with our Prestigio windows tablets. our clever classroom ready technology creates a completely digital learning environment that is engineered to engage.

Our G-Sync range connects all your devices in a manageable classroom cloud and surrounds students in an immersive digital learning environment.

Prestigio Visconte 3 tablet
includes:
Windows 8.1
Microsoft Office 365 included
10.1 inch multi touch screen
Wi-Fi (3G optional)
Intel Celeron Dual Core 64bit Processor

CLASSROOM CLOUD
connect seamlessly to other student devices and teacher laptops.
Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive graphics

**TRAVEL**
learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

**SYNC**
the whole class using the JAPANBOOY boost and sync function

**PRESTIGIO MULTIPAD CONSUL 7008**

Display: 8.0” | 20.3cm, 1280 x 800 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi-Touch
CPU: Quad Core 1.2GHz Qualcomm MSM8916 A53
GPU: Adreno 306
Power: 3800mAh
Memory: 1GB RAM | 8GB ROM
OS: Android 4.4.4 KitKat
Internet: WiFi | 3G | 4G
Protocols: Up to HSPA+, LTE

**YOU’RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE-AND-AFTERCARE**

Display: 8.0” | 20.3cm, 1280 x 800 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi-Touch
CPU: Quad Core 1.2GHz Qualcomm MSM8916 A53
GPU: Adreno 306
Power: 3800mAh
Memory: 1GB RAM | 8GB ROM
OS: Android 4.4.4 KitKat
Internet: WiFi | 3G | 4G
Protocols: Up to HSPA+, LTE

**Dn/Up Speed:** 122.8Mbps | 58Mbps
**Built-In Devices:** WiFi, GPS
**Camera:** Front 0.3MP | Rear 2.0MP
**USB:** micro USB 2.0
**Slots:** Memory card up to 64GB, SIM card
**Audio** | **Video:** Mic., speakers, 3.5mm jack
**Dimensions & Weight:** 9.3mm thickness
**Accessories Included:** Travel Charger, Power Plug, USB Cable, Quick Start Guide, Warranty Card, POCH

**01902 422 300**
www.interactive-education.co.uk
PRESTIGIO MULTIPAD WIZE 3008

Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

SHARE
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

CONNECT
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

INSPIRE
with immersive graphics

TRAVEL
learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

SYNC
Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

PRESTIGIO MULTIPAD WIZE 3008

YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE

Display Size 8.0" | 20.3cm
Resolution 1280 x 800 pixels (16:10)
Display Technology IPS LCD Capacitive MultiTouch
CPU Allwinner A33 Quad Core ARM Cortex A7 1.2GHz
GPU Dual Core Mali400 MP2
Power Lithium Polymer Battery 3800mAh
Memory / Storage 1GB RAM | 8GB ROM
OS Android 4.4 KitKat
Internet WiFi (3G available)
Webcam Front 0.3Mpx | Rear 2.0Mpx
USB micro USB 2.0
Slots Memory card up to 32GB
Audio | Video Mic, Speakers, 3.5mm jack
Dimensions & Weight 207.2 x 122.5 x 9.2mm, 350g
Accessories included Travel Charger, Power Plug, USB Cable, Quick Start Guide, Warranty Card, Pouch

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

*PAIR A G—TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G—SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

LAPCabby Boost+

Wi-Fi connects to wireless networks
2.0MP camera
8.0" LCD display

CONNECTED IN THE CLOUD

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

LAPCabby Boost+

*PAIR A G—TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G—SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

LAPCabby Boost+

Wi-Fi connects to wireless networks
2.0MP camera
8.0" LCD display

CONNECTED IN THE CLOUD

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk
SHARE
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

CONNECT
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

INSPIRE
with immersive graphics

TRAVEL
learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE

Display 7.0" 1024 x 600 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi-Touch
CPU Quad Core Allwinner A33 ARM Cortex A7 1.2GHz
GPU Dual Core mali 400MP2 600Mhz
Power 3000mAh
Memory 512MB RAM | 4GB ROM
OS Android 4.4 Kitkat
Internet WiFi
Camera Front 0.3MP
USB micro USB 2.0
Slots Memory card up to 32GB
Audio | Video Mic., speakers, 3.5mm jack
Dimensions & Weight 192.2 x 121.8 x 8.95mm, 276g
Accessories Included Travel Charger, Power Plug, USB Cable, Quick Start Guide, Warranty Card
Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

**SHARE**

pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**

the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**

with immersive graphics

**TRAVEL**

learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

---

**SYNC**

the whole class using the Lapabby Boost+ change and sync function

---

**PRESTIGIO MULTIPAD WIZE 3047**

Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

**YOUR CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE**

- Display: 7.0” 1024 x 600 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi-Touch
- CPU: Dual Core MTK8312 ARM Cortex A7 1.3GHz
- GPU: Dual Core Mali-400MP
- Power: 3000mAh
- Memory: 512MB RAM | 8GB ROM
- OS: Android 4.4 KitKat
- Internet: WiFi | 3G
- Protocols: Up to HSPA+
- Dn/Up Speed: 21Mbps | 5.76Mbps
- Built-in Devices: BT, GPS, FM, Phone
- Camera: Front 0.3MP | Rear 2.0MP
- USB: Micro USB 2.0
- Slots: Memory card up to 32GB, SIM card
- Audio: | Video: Mic., speakers, 3.5mm jack
- Accessories Included: Travel Charger, Power Plug, USB Cable, Quick Start Guide, Warranty Card

---

**01902 422 300**

www.interactive-education.co.uk
Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

**SHARE**

pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**

the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**

with immersive graphics

**TRAVEL**

learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

**SYNC**

The whole class using the Lapassby Boost+ change and sync function

**PRESTIGIO MULTIPAD WIZE 5002**

Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

*pair a G-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G-sync for truly immersive learning

**YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE**

Display: 10.1” | 25.7cm, 1280 x 800 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi-Touch
CPU: Quad Core MT8127 ARM Cortex A7 1.3GHz
GPU: Quad Core Mali 450MP4 500MHz
Power: 7000mAh
Memory: 1GB RAM | 8GB ROM
OS: Android 4.4 KitKat
Internet: WiFi
Built-In Devices: BT, GPS, FM
Camera: Front 0.3MP | Rear 2.0MP
USB: microUSB 2.0
Slots: Memory card up to 32GB
Audio: Microphones, 3.5mm jack
Dimensions & Weight: 254 x 172.65 x 9.8mm, 610g
Accessories Included: Travel Charger, Power Plug, USB Cable, Quick Start Guide, Warranty Card

01902 422 300
WWW.INTERACTIVE-EDUCAITION.CO.UK
Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

**SHARE**

pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**

the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**

with immersive graphics

**TRAVEL**

learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

**SYNC**

the whole class using the Lapcesky Boost+ charge and sync function

Prestigio Multipad Thunder 5787

Display: 8.0" | 20.3cm, 1280 x 800 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi Touch
CPU: Quad Core Intel® Atom™ Processor Z3735F with up to 1.6GHz
GPU: Dual Core Intel HD Graphics 646MHz
Power: 4000mAh
Memory: 1GB RAM | 8GB ROM
OS: Android 4.4 KitKat
Internet: Wi-Fi
Camera: Front 0.3MP | Rear 2.0MP
USB: micro USB 2.0
Slots: Memory card up to 32GB
Audio: | Video: HIC, speakers, 3.5mm jack
Accessories Included: Travel Charger, Power Plug, USB Cable, Quick Start Guide, Warranty Card

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk
PRESTIGIO VISCONTE 2

Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

SHARE
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

CONNECT
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

INSPIRE
with immersive graphics

TRAVEL
learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE

Communication
WIFI: 802.11 b/g/n
WCDMA: 850MHz/1900MHz; 1700MHz/2100MHz
Interfaces: USB 2.0 | Mini HDMI | Micro SD (micro SDHC compatible)
Bluetooth: Support Bluetooth 4.0
Camera: Rear 5 MP, Front 1 MP
Slots: Micro SD slot supports up to 64GB
Speaker: Built-in stereo speaker 1W
Dimensions & Weight: 258 x 172.6 x 10.5 mm / 660 gram
Accessories Included: QSG, Warranty card,
Unswitchable adaptor, EU plug, UK plug Stickers for after-service
Device Colour: Dark Gray

Display Size: 10.1” | 25.7cm
Resolution: 1280*800 pixels (16:10)
Display Technology: LCD IPS HD Capacitive Multi-Touch (10 dots)
CPU: Intel® Celeron Processor N2806 (1M Cache, 1.60 GHz) up to 2.0 GHz
GPU: Intel® HD Graphics, Open GL 4.0, 756Mhz
Power: Lithium battery 6400 mAh
Memory / Storage: 2 GB DDR3 SDRAM / 32 eMMC
OS: MS Windows 8.1
Internet: WiFi (802.11 b/g/n) or 3G 21 Mbps
Communication: WiFi: 802.11 b/g/n
Interfaces: USB 2.0 | Mini HDMI | Micro SD (micro SDHC compatible)
Bluetooth: Support Bluetooth 4.0
Camera: Rear 5 MP, Front 1 MP
Slots: Micro SD slot supports up to 64GB
Speaker: Built-in stereo speaker 1W
Dimensions & Weight: 258 x 172.6 x 10.5 mm / 660 gram
Accessories Included: QSG, Warranty card,
Unswitchable adaptor, EU plug, UK plug Stickers for after-service
Device Colour: Dark Gray
**PRESTIGIO VISCONTE 3**

Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

**SHARE**

pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**

the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**

with immersive graphics

**TRAVEL**

learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

---

**You're connected with our before—and—aftercare**

Display Size: 10.1” x 25.7cm
Resolution: 1280*800 pixels (16:10)
Display Technology: LCD IPS HD Capacitive Multi-Touch (10 dots) screen (N-trig supported optional)
CPU: Intel Atom Quad Core Processor Z3735F (1M Cache, up to 1.83GHz)
GPU: Intel HD Graphics, 646MHz
Power: Lithium battery 7000 mAh. DC charging
Memory / Storage: 2 GB DDR3L SDRAM/ 16, 32 or 64 GB eMMC
Speaker: Built-in stereo speakers 0.7W*2
Camera: Front 2 MP, Rear 5 MP
Communication: WCDMA: 850MHz/900MHz/1700MHz/2100MHz, 1500MHz/850MHz/2100MHz
Internet WiFi: 802.11a/b/g/n 3G 21 Mbps
Dimensions / Weight: 259 x 173 x 9.7 mm / 692 gram
Device Color: Black Silver

---

**Technical Specifications**

- Display Size: 10.1” x 25.7cm
- Resolution: 1280*800 pixels (16:10)
- Display Technology: LCD IPS HD Capacitive Multi-Touch (10 dots) screen (N-trig supported optional)
- CPU: Intel Atom Quad Core Processor Z3735F (1M Cache, up to 1.83GHz)
- GPU: Intel HD Graphics, 646MHz
- Power: Lithium battery 7000 mAh. DC charging
- Memory / Storage: 2 GB DDR3L SDRAM/ 16, 32 or 64 GB eMMC
- Speaker: Built-in stereo speakers 0.7W*2
- Camera: Front 2 MP, Rear 5 MP
- Communication: WCDMA: 850MHz/900MHz/1700MHz/2100MHz, 1500MHz/850MHz/2100MHz
- Internet WiFi: 802.11a/b/g/n 3G 21 Mbps
- Dimensions / Weight: 259 x 173 x 9.7 mm / 692 gram
- Device Color: Black Silver

---

**Choose from our full range of products at [www.interactive-education.co.uk](http://www.interactive-education.co.uk)**

---

**01902 422 300**

[www.interactive-education.co.uk](http://www.interactive-education.co.uk)
Connect the whole classroom with our Prestigio tablet range and create a completely immersive digital learning environment...

SHARE
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

CONNECT
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

INSPIRE
with immersive graphics

TRAVEL
learn on the move with our student friendly tablets

chner all
g—touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G—sync for truly immersive learning

PRESTIGIO VISCONTE QUAD

*pair a g-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and g-sync for truly immersive learning

YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE

Display 8.0" | 20.3cm, 1280 x 800 pixels (16:9), IPS LCD Capacitive Multi-Touch
CPU Intel Bay Trail Z3735F (2M Cache, up to 1.83 GHz)
Memory 1GB DDR3L
Storage 16GB eMMC | micro SD (2-32GB)
OS Support Windows 8.1
Connectivity Wi-Fi | BT 4.0 | 3G(optional) GSM: 900/1800,850/1900MHz | WCDMA: 850/1900,900/2100MHz
Camera Front 2.0MP | Rear 2.0MP
Battery 4000mAh
Sensors G-sensor, L-sensor
Connectivity microUSB 2.0
Dimension & Weight 213x122x9mm
Accessories Included USB cable, Power adapter, Quick guide, Warranty card

01902 422 300
www.interactive—education.co.uk
Our G-Sync range connects all your devices in a manageable classroom cloud and surrounds students in an immersive digital learning environment.

---

**Elite 2 Visualiser**

- HD document viewing
- Uses 75% less power than an OHP
- Reduces paper wastage
- Features tools such as freeze, save, image reflect and colour mode
- Compare and contrast student work with split screen mode

---

**Classroom Cloud**

Connect seamlessly to other student devices and teacher laptops.
Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*Pair a G-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G-sync for truly immersive learning*

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

**3100HD VISUALISER**

**HD** document viewing

Uses 75% less power than a standard projector

**Features**
- Camera Sensor: 1/3” pro CMOS
- Pixels: 3.2MP
- Digital Zoom: Yes
- Lighting Arm: Light
- Features: BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
- Images Save / Recall: Yes

**01902 422 300**
www.interactive-education.co.uk
**4100HD VISUALISER**

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*Pair a G-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and g-sync for truly immersive learning

**Camera Sensor** 1/3" pro CMOS
**Pixels** 5MP
**Digital Zoom** Yes
**Lighting Arm** Light
**Features** BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
**Images Save / Recall** Yes

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

**HD document viewing**

Uses 75% less power than a standard projector
6100 VISUALISER

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*Pair a G-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G-sync for truly immersive learning*

---

**HD document viewing**

- **Camera Sensor**: 1/3" pro CMOS
- **Pixels**: 5MP
- **Digital Zoom**: Yes
- **Lighting Arm**: Light
- **Features**: BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
- **Images Save / Recall**: Yes

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk
7100 VISUALISER

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*PAIR A GALILEO TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

---

**Camera Sensor** 1/3” PS CMOS
**Pixels** 2MP
**Digital Zoom** Yes
**Lighting Arm** Light
**Features** BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
**Images Save / Recall** Yes

01902 422 300  www.interactive-education.co.uk

Uses 75% less power than a standard projector
**8100HD VISUALISER**

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**

images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**

pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**

the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**

with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**

documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*PAIR A G-TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING*

---

**Camera Sensor** CMOS  
**Pixels** 2.4MP  
**Digital Zoom** Yes  
**Lighting Arm** Light  
**Features** BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive  
**Images Save / Recall** Yes

---

01902 422 300  
www.interactive-education.co.uk
9100HD VISUALISER

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*PAIR A G-TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

---

**Features**
- **Camera Sensor**: CMOS
- **Pixels**: 2MP
- **Digital Zoom**: Yes
- **Lighting Arm**: Light
- **Features**: BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
- **Images Save / Recall**: Yes

---

**Camera:**
- Uses 75% less power than a standard projector

---

**Contact:**
- **Phone**: 01902 422 300
- **Website**: www.interactive-education.co.uk

---

**You’re Connected with Our Before—And—Aftercare**

---

**Connected in the Cloud**

---

**HD document viewing**
Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ELITE VISUALISER**

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

---

(*Pair a G-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G-sync for truly immersive learning*)

---

**Camera Sensor** 1/3" CMOS  
**Pixels** 2MP  
**Digital Zoom** Yes  
**Lighting Arm** Light  
**Features** BW / Colour, Auto focus, Freeze, Negative / Positive, Mirror  
**Images Save / Recall** Yes
ELITE 2 VISUALISER

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

**ANNOTATE**
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

**SHARE**
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

**CONNECT**
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

**INSPIRE**
with immersive document viewing

**DEMONSTRATE**
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*Pair a G-touchscreen with our interactive software, visualisers and G-sync for truly immersive learning*

**Camera Sensor** 1/3" CMOS
**Pixels** 2.4MP
**Digital Zoom** Yes
**Lighting Arm** Light
**Features** BW / Colour, Auto-focus, Freeze, Negative / Positive, Mirror
**Images Save / Recall** Yes

**HD** document viewing

Uses 75% less power than a standard projector

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk
GV50 VISUALISER

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

5MP document viewing camera

Uses 75% less power than a standard projector

ANNOTATE
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

SHARE
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

CONNECT
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

INSPIRE
with immersive document viewing

DEMONSTRATE
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*PAIR A G—TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G—SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

Camera Sensor  CMOS
Pixels  5MP
Digital Zoom  Yes
Lighting Arm  Light
Features  BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
Images Save / Recall  Yes

01902 422 300
WWW.INTERACTIVE-EDUCATION.CO.UK

YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE—AND—AFTERCARE
GV150SD VISUALISER

Share documents, books and artefacts with your students at the touch of a button, our visualiser range makes sharing and editing documents between the whole class, in real time, quick and immersive...

ANNOTATE
images, books and documents in real time for the whole class to see

SHARE
pupils work with the whole class using our interactive software

CONNECT
the whole class and collaborate with our range of tablets and software

INSPIRE
with immersive document viewing

DEMONSTRATE
documents, science experiments, books, artefacts and much more using functions such as zoom, freeze and split screen

*PAIR A G-TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

2MP document viewing camera
Uses 75% less power than a standard projector

Camera Sensor: CMOS
Pixels: 5MP
Digital Zoom: Yes
Lighting Arm: Light
Features: BW / Colour, Focus Free, Freeze, Negative / Positive
Images Save / Recall: Yes

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk

You’re connected with our before—and—aftercare
Ensure your technology is always ready to go with our range of clever charging solutions from LapCabby...

Give your classroom a boost with the LapCabby Boost+ sync and charge, connect and charge up to 16 tablets, or 32 by connecting two Boost+ systems, and connect the whole class.

LapCabby Charging Trolleys
The TabCabby charging trolley from LapCabby securely stores and charges up to 32 tablets. It’s clever robust design features simple elements such as shock protected rounded corners and a slimline footprint to ensure your technology is always protected.

All LapCabby trolleys feature a unique Power7 Energy managment system to ensure you can always take advantage of energy rates and save money charging your devices.

Classroom Cloud
Ensure your technology is ready to go when you are with our range of clever charging solutions from LapCabby...

CHARGE
any tablet with the TabCabby charging system

SAVE
with the Power7 Energy Management System designed to minimise your electricity costs

TRANSPORT
technology easily thanks to the TabCabby’s lightweight frame

PROTECT
your technology from accidents with TabCabby’s rounded robust design

SYNC
the whole class using the TabCabby Boost+ charge and sync function

Perfect with the Prestigio Tablet range

You’re connected with our before-and-aftercare

TabCabby 32 Bay
W840 x D437 x H1030mm

TabCabby 16 Bay
W620 x D437 x H1030mm

LapCabby BOOST+
W285 x D143 x H90mm

*2 year warranty across the LapCabby range — extended warranty available on charging solutions easily accommodate most tablet case designs
OTHERS
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO MAKE YOUR CLASSROOM TICK

CONNECT EASIER USING THE G-SYNC

CLASSROOM CLOUD
RESPONSE SYSTEMS

Our clever audience response systems enable you to immediately test or poll a classroom, perfect for integrating the whole class...

**QUIZ**
pupils and ensure everyone is understanding the topic

**CONNECT**
the whole class

**POLL**
perfect for group decision making

*PAIR A G-TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING*

01902 422 300
WWW.INTERACTIVE-EDUCATION.CO.UK

YOU'RE CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE-AND-AFTERCARE
SPARK INFINITY
annotation and presenting software
providing an infinite canvas area
and a versatile annotation toolbox

Just2easy
provides a safe and structured online
learning environment for simple
collaboration and sharing
between pupils and teachers

CUBE SHARE
browser based canvas sharing software,
allows the whole class to share and
collaborate using student tablets

Download a free trial today at www.interactive-education.co.uk

CURRICULUM READY SOFTWARE
PERFECT FOR TEACHING, COLLABORATING AND LEARNING

Perfect with our touchscreen and tablet range

You’re connected with our before—and—aftercare

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk
G-SYNC 2

The clever G-SYNC 2 wirelessly syncs multiple computers or mobile devices to a single presentation screen, enabling multiple users to take turns in giving presentations...

SHARE
ideas and collaborate across the whole classroom

CONNECT
up to 64 browsers and collaborate across devices

INSPIRE
with B.Y.O.D (bring your own device) technology

ENGAGE
students in peer-led learning

B.Y.O.D TECHNOLOGY

PAIR A G-TOUCHSCREEN WITH OUR INTERACTIVE SOFTWARE, VISUALISERS AND G-SYNC FOR TRULY IMMERSIVE LEARNING

YOUR CONNECTED WITH OUR BEFORE--AND--AFTERCARE

Standards: IEEE 802.11b/g/n 2.4GHz / IEEE 802.3 (10BASE-T) / IEEE 802.3u (100BASE-TX) / IEEE 802.3ab (1000BASE-T)
Management: Web-based configuration, SNMP V3
Supported Output Resolution: VGA: SVGA (800×600) / XGA (1024×768) / WXGA (1280×768) / WXGA+ (1280×800) / WXGA+ (1360×768) / UXGA (1600×1200)
HDMI: 720p (1280×720) / 1080p (1920×1080)
Supported Operating System: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8 / Mac OS X 10.5 and above, Operating System Android 4.2 and above, iOS 3.2 and above
Power: External power adaptor: DC 5V 2.6A
Connections: X.9-pin VGA, HDMI, RJ-45, USB 2.0 x 3, Power button, Reset button, Stereo Phone Jack
Certificate: FCC / CE

01902 422 300
www.interactive-education.co.uk